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The majority of recommender systems predict user preferences by relating
users with similar attributes or taste. Prior research has shown that trust
networks improve the accuracy of recommender systems, predominantly using
algorithms devised by individual researchers. In this work, omitting any spe-
cific trust inference algorithm, we investigate how useful it might be if explicit
trust relationships are used to select the best neighbors or predictors, to gen-
erate accurate recommendations. We conducted a series of evaluations using
data from Epinions.com, a popular collaborative reviewing system. We find
that, for highly active users, using trusted sources as predictors does not give
more accurate recommendations compared to the classic similarity-based col-
laborative filtering scheme, except in improving the precision to recommend
items that are of users’ liking. This cautions against the intuition that inputs
from trusted sources would always be more accurate or helpful. The use of
explicit trust links, however, provides a slight gain in prediction accuracy when
it comes to the less active users. These findings highlight the need and poten-
tial to adapt the use of trust information for different groups of users, besides
to better understand trust when employing it in the recommender systems.
Parallel to the trust criterion, we also investigated the effects of requiring the
candidate predictors to have an equal or higher experience level.

1. Introduction

The use of recommender systems (e.g., on Amazon.com, Youtube.com, Net-
Flix) has been popular to assist users to choose from multiple products or op-
tions available online. Different from reputation systems that give global rat-
ings, recommender systems provide personalized recommendations to individual
users based on attributes such as users’ past purchases, search keywords, likings
and ratings. Collaborative Filtering (CF) is employed to consider only inputs
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from relevant users, that are referred to as ‘neighbors’ or ‘predictors’, in order
to provide accurate recommendations. A widely adopted CF technique is the
similarity-based k-Nearest Neighborhood (kNN) scheme which identifies the k

most similar neighbors, measured using Pearson’s correlation coefficient, so to
use their inputs for predicting recommendations on individual user-items.

Other than similarity in user attributes, trust information is also harnessed by
some recommender systems. A trust-based recommender system incorporates the
network of trust links into its recommendation prediction algorithm. A simple
case is to make recommendations using only the inputs from those that have been
explicitly indicated as ‘trusted’ by individual users. Trust relationship can also
be propagated across the user network or inferred when not explicitly indicated.
For example, if Alice trusts Bob and Bob trusts Carol, it is likely that Carol’s
inputs would be considered trustworthy by Alice. Also, if there is a consistent
trend that Dan could provide Eva with good advices, even though Eva has not
explicitly indicated that she trusts Dan, it is likely that Dan’s inputs would be
useful for Eva and could be implicitly trusted. The use of propagated or inferred
trust values can be particularly helpful when trust information is scarce. Several
schemes have been proposed to compute such implicit trust values, including
MoleTrust 9) and Subjective Logic 7).

While it seems intuitive that considering inputs from trusted sources mimics
the way that people get advices from trusted friends or experts in real life, there
is no obvious support to that trusted inputs will always result in accurate rec-
ommendations for individual users. In this work, we are motivated to re-examine
the links between trust and accurate recommendation. We investigate whether it
is beneficial in terms of accuracy to employ inputs from explicitly trusted sources.

In addition to trust, we also study if the experience level of potential predic-
tors can be utilized to help improving prediction accuracy. While experience is
necessary for expertise, the link between user experience and providing accurate
recommendation is not obvious. An intuition is that users are more likely to seek
and accept opinions from users that are equally or more experienced in practice.
Inputs from inexperienced users are also generally thought to be error-prone and
inconsistent.
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1.1 Motivation & Contribution
The usefulness of applying trust onto the existing CF has been explored in a

number of prior works 2),10), predominantly using complex mechanisms (e.g., trust
propagation) devised by individual researchers. For example, Massa, et al. 10)

proposed using the trust values computed using their MoleTrust 9) algorithm to
replace the Pearson’s correlation coefficient in the classic Resnick’s prediction
formula, to improve prediction accuracy. With that in mind, we considered
not worthy to further investigate in the direction of inferring trust for better
performance. Instead, we focus on the neighborhood selection mechanisms (i.e.,
in selecting the best predictors for kNN CF), which in our opinion, have not
shown their full potential. Our work here is also strongly motivated to better
understand the properties of trust and the link with user preferences. It is widely
accepted by now that when one assigns his trust on another user, it is likely that
the particular user has a similar rating profile to his. However, it is important to
note that trust captures much more than just overall similarity. Realizing that
the nuanced relationship of trust and profile similarity is a relatively unexplored
area, Golbeck 3) conducted a series of surveys and found that, in addition to
overall similarity, trust is also correlated to a number of other properties such
as the largest single difference in ratings, and the agreement on extreme ratings.
Her work serves to better understand the link between trust and preferences.
Here, we look at another important facet: how it could be different, and thus
should be adapted, when predicting the preferences of different groups of users.

We find that, for highly active users, using explicit trust to filter for predictors
does not give more accurate recommendations, other than improving the precision
to predict items of users’ liking, compared to the classic similarity-based kNN
approach. Inputs from the more experienced users also do not help in improving
predictive accuracy. These caution against the intuition that inputs from trusted
and/or more experienced sources would always be more accurate or helpful.

Nevertheless, our evaluation does show a trend that the trusted (and more
experienced) sources can give accurate recommendations for the less active users,
albeit there are challenges in eliciting sufficient trust links from the less active
users in the first place. Use of implicit trust values for the less active users can
thus be helpful. Put together, our work highlights the need to adapt the use

of trust information for different groups of users and to better understand the
properties of trust in a collaborative system.

In the following, we first describe the related work in details in Section 2.
We elaborate on how we incorporate trust and experience criteria into different
predictor selection schemes in Section 3, followed by the evaluation settings and
metrics in Section 4. We describe our findings in Section 5, and discuss the
limitations of our evaluation and related concerns in Section 6.

2. Related Work

As aforementioned, use of trust information for improving the performance of
recommender systems has been a popular research area. Massa, et al. 9) reported
interesting findings on “controversial” users, who are simultaneously trusted and
distrusted by many, in the Epinions.com dataset. They argued that personal-
ized trust metrics are needed given the fact that the controversial users take up
to a large fraction of the population (20% in Epinions.com). They proposed
MoleTrust – a personalized metric that is designed to propagate trust links ex-
plicitly indicated by users to a controllable distance. The same authors in another
work 10) modified the classic Resnick’s prediction formula to make use of propa-
gated trust values, computed using MoleTrust 9), in place of Pearson’s similarity
weights. They found that this approach outperforms the classic CF in terms of
prediction accuracy, especially for the “cold start” users, i.e., those who have only
contributed a few ratings �1. Our evaluation strategies are different from theirs
in the way that we incorporate trust information into neighborhood selection
schemes rather than modifying the classic rating prediction formula. Neverthe-
less, our finding that trust is more helpful in predicting the preferences of the
less active users than the highly active ones, is interestingly similar to theirs.

Several other works have devised ways to infer the implicit trust values be-
tween users and use the computed trust values to improve the performance of
recommender systems. In the absence of explicit trust information in the Movie-
Lens dataset, Lathia, et al. 8) proposed an algorithm to determine who and how

�1 The advantage of better accuracy for the “cold start” users, however, reduces as trust is
propagated through a longer social distance.
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much users should trust one another based on individual users’ past ratings.
Meanwhile, O’Donovan and Smyth 13) proposed to compute the trustworthiness
of individual users on the item-level, by comparing the ratings of individual users
on a specific item, and to use the trustworthiness values, in conjunction with
similarity values between users, for recommendation prediction.

The aforementioned works render support for the use of trust to improve the
accuracy of recommender systems; however, we note that the findings are de-
pendent on the individually devised algorithms and the conditions of the specific
dataset used. It is both interesting and important to re-visit the links between
trust and user preferences in the absence of complex inference rules. Golbeck fur-
ther investigated the relationship between trust and profile similarity in Ref. 3),
and found that trust captures more than just the overall user similarity. By
grouping the users into three groups of different activity levels, we attempt in
this work to investigate the link between trust and user preferences from another
perspective. Specifically, we are interested in how useful trust information could
be in predicting the preferences of different groups of users.

Besides the kNN collaborative filtering scheme, another technique used in rec-
ommender systems is the clustering scheme. Several existing works have applied
user clustering to improve the prediction accuracy. We mention the work by
Truong, et al. 16) as an important work in the field, in which the authors propose
a method to group users into clusters of common interests. We have not applied
clustering technique in our evaluation. A potential future work is to find out un-
der which context or for which item category users have indicated their explicit
trust on the others and to exploit the information. A better understanding to-
wards the topological properties and how they are related to real user interaction
or trust in social networks can also be helpful. We mention the work of Wilson,
et al. 18) as a recent and complete analysis.

3. Predictor Selection Schemes

To evaluate the potential of explicit trust, we constructed several variations
of the classic kNN Collaborative Filtering (CF) that make use of the trust links
explicitly indicated by the users. We also investigated the use of experience level
for selecting the most suitable predictors in our evaluation. Before elaborating

on the details of the various schemes, we first describe the basic mechanisms used
in conventional collaborative filtering systems.

Rating prediction. Classic CF systems typically use the Resnick’s formula for
recommendation prediction. As shown in Eq. (1), Resnick’s formula computes
the predicted rating r̂a,i of item i for user a using existing ratings rp,i given to
this item i by a set of predictors p.

r̂a,i = r̄a +
∑

[wa,p(rp,i − r̄p)]∑ |wa,p|
(1)

Similarity computation. Resnick’s formula requires that the similarity wa,b

between two users a and b is known. The best known formula for computing the
similarity between the users is Pearson’s correlation coefficient, which measures
the correlation of the preferences of two users. As shown in Eq. (2), Pearson’s
similarity wa,b between two users a and b is computed based on their ratings on
the set of commonly-rated items. r̄a and r̄b denote the average of all ratings of
user a and b respectively, while ra,j and rb,j indicate a’s and b’s rating on the
item j. The outcome ranges from 1 to -1, with 1 denoting a prefect match and
-1 the direct opposite in preference.

wa,b =
∑

(ra,j − r̄a)(rb,j − r̄b)√∑
(ra,j − r̄a)2

∑
(rb,j − r̄b)2

(2)

Two-step process of predictor selection. Resnick’s formula is sensitive to the
number of predictors used and does not provide accurate prediction in sparse
datasets 4). These issues have also been highlighted in prior research e.g., in
Ref. 15) which demonstrates the impact of number of predictors used on the
prediction accuracy. The general consensus is that, in order to achieve a good
performance, a small set of the most suitable predictors should be identified and
used. Thus, a predictor selection scheme can be thought of as a two-step process.
First, some filtering criteria are applied to obtain a set of candidate predictors.
These candidates are then ranked following some ordering criteria to identify the
k most suitable predictors.

3.1 Classic Similarity-based kNN (baseline scheme)
Having explained the formulas used in rating prediction and similarity compu-
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tation, we now describe the classic similarity-based kNN CF which is used as the
baseline scheme in our study.

Let U be the set of all users in the system and I be the set of all rated items.
We write the set of ratings given by user a as:

Ia = {∀i ∈ I : ra,i �=⊥} ⊆ I (3)
where ra,i �=⊥ denotes that user a has given a rating for the item i.

The first requirement that a candidate predictor should fulfill is to have rated
the item of interest i, i.e., rb,i �=⊥, shorthanded as Rb,i. A candidate predictor
should also have rated at least q common items with the querying user (i.e.,
the user whom a recommendation is being predicted for). This is necessary so
that Pearson’s correlation coefficient would be computable or meaningful. This
requirement can be described formally as:

ςa,b : |Ib ∩ Ia| ≥ q (4)
Thus, the set of candidate predictors (or neighborhood) to be considered in

the prediction of recommendation on the item of interest i for user a, in the
similarity-based kNN scheme, is given by: {∀b ∈ U : ςa,b ∧ Rb,i}. Note that the
symbol ∧ is used to denote logical conjunction. Next, the candidate predictors
are ranked according to their similarity with user a in order to select the top-k
predictors. One can see that the set of k most suitable predictors for user a is
not static as it depends on the item of interest i.

3.2 Explicit Trust and Experience Based kNNs
We develop two additional filtering criteria to identify candidate predictors

that have been explicitly trusted and that have a higher experience level than
the querying user. First, we denote the requirement that a candidate predictor
b must be explicitly trusted by the querying user a as:

τa,b : trust(a, b) = 1 (5)
Note that trust relationship is unidirectional. Similarly, the requirement for a
candidate predictor b to have equal or more experience than the user a can be
expressed as follows:

εa,b : |Ia| ≤ |Ib| (6)
Requiring a candidate to have contributed equal or more ratings than the query-

ing user depicts the intuition that users are more likely to seek advices from those
who are more or equally experienced in real life. Combining both the trust and

experience filtering criteria, we can thus investigate if those who are equally or
more experienced and, at the same time, explicitly trusted, would be indeed bet-
ter candidate predictors to help improving the accuracy of recommender systems.

To select the k most suitable predictors from the candidate set, we have tested
with different ordering strategies, based on similarity, experience and trustwor-
thiness levels as well as the Jaccard similarity index of the explicit trust links,
shorthanded as Jaccard distance.

In the first case, Pearson’s similarity value between a particular candidate and
the querying user is used for ranking and selecting the k most similar predictors.
Similarly, when using the experience ordering criterion, a candidate who has
contributed more ratings gets a higher probability of being selected as a predictor.
This is done with the intuition that users who have contributed more ratings could
be more reliable and knowledgeable. Meanwhile, we measure the trustworthiness
of a candidate predictor by the number of in-degree trust links that the candidate
has. This depicts the case whereby a candidate that is trusted by many others
should have a higher probability to be employed as a predictor. Lastly, we define
Jaccard distance to measure how similar are the sets of explicit trust links of two
users, based on the Jaccard similarity index 6) that is typically used in the field
of data mining to measure the similarity of sample sets. It captures the intuition
that the more people commonly trusted by two users, the more similar the two
users are in placing their trust on the others. The symmetric Jaccard distance
value between users a and b, is computed as follows:

Ja,b =
Γa ∩ Γb

Γa ∪ Γb
(7)

with Γa and Γb denoting the set of users trusted by a and b respectively.
Table 1 summarizes the filtering criteria, set of candidate predictors and or-

dering criteria of all kNN schemes that we have evaluated. The abbreviation of
each predictor selection scheme is coded such that the capital letter describes the
filtering criteria, while the subscript letter denotes the (highest priority) ordering
criterion used. It matters which criterion is applied first in the ordering process.
The ordering criteria used in each kNN scheme have a decreasing priority levels
from the left to right in the last column of Table 1. Specifically, similarity value
has always the lowest priority, while experience takes the second lowest priority
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Table 1 The filtering criteria, set of candidate predictors and ordering criteria of all predictor selection schemes. The classic Ss

kNN is used as the baseline for evaluating the trust- and/or experience-based kNNs.

Abbr. Filtering criteria Set of candidate predictors Ordering criteria
Ss Similarity {∀b ∈ U : ςa,b ∧ Rb,i} Similarity
Ts Trust {∀b ∈ U : ςa,b ∧ τa,b ∧ Rb,i} Similarity
Tt Trust {∀b ∈ U : ςa,b ∧ τa,b ∧ Rb,i} Trustworthiness, Similarity
Tj Trust {∀b ∈ U : ςa,b ∧ τa,b ∧ Rb,i} Jaccard distance, Similarity
Ee Experience {∀b ∈ U : ςa,b ∧ εa,b ∧ Rb,i} Experience, Similarity

TEs Trust & Experience {∀b ∈ U : ςa,b ∧ τa,b ∧ εa,b ∧ Rb,i} Similarity
TEt Trust & Experience {∀b ∈ U : ςa,b ∧ τa,b ∧ εa,b ∧ Rb,i} Trustworthiness, Experience, Similarity
TEj Trust & Experience {∀b ∈ U : ςa,b ∧ τa,b ∧ εa,b ∧ Rb,i} Jaccard distance, Experience, Similarity

in the presence of trustworthiness or Jaccard distance criterion. Note that also
the requirement in Eq. (4) has been applied to all schemes so to ensure that it
is possible to compute Pearson’s similarity and thus to predict recommendations
using Resnick’s formula. We include the graphical illustration of the work flow
of various kNN schemes as well as the filtering and ordering criteria in Fig. 1.

4. Evaluation Settings

To evaluate the central question of whether trust helps in selecting better pre-
dictors, we performed a series of evaluations using data from a popular online
system, Epinions.com. The choice of this particular system was made because it
contains both ratings and explicit trust links that are needed for our study.

4.1 Dataset
Epinions.com is a collaborative reputation system on which members can write

textual reviews about items they have experienced with and rate them in a five-
star scale. The system covers a wide range of product categories, including
cars, books, movies, electronics, sports equipments and travel destinations. The
members of Epinions.com can also rate each other based on the ratings and
reviews individual users have provided on some items. Specifically, users can
express their explicit trust (or distrust) to those whom them consider reliable (or
find their reviews offensive or inaccurate), forming a web of trusted (distrusted)
reviewers. Yet, in its current form, Epinions.com does not make use of the trust
and distrust information to compute personalized recommendations. It simply
highlights the reviews and ratings from sources that have been explicitly marked
as trusted to individual users, such that the trusted reviews and ratings are

displayed before the inputs from general reviewers. Such arrangement allows
users to observe the signals from trusted sources easily.

The dataset we used was collected by Paolo Massa 17) who crawled the public
pages on Epinions.com in November-December 2003. The dataset has around 664
thousand ratings contributed by about 49 thousand users on about 139 thousand
items. Also included are about 487 thousand trust links that have been explicitly
indicated by users. The dataset, however, does not contain any distrust informa-
tion. Figure 2 depicts the distributions of rating contribution and out-degree
trust links, per user, in a log-log scale. One can see that both distributions are
characterized by a heavy tail where the bulk of rating contribution or out-degree
trust links comes from a small number of users in the system. This suggests that
the ratings on common products and the trust towards same users are sparsely
distributed.

4.2 Evaluation Setup
To mitigate the sensitivity of Pearson’s correlation coefficient, we used in our

study a subset of Paolo Massa’s dataset consisting of 1,500 top active users,
selected on the basis of rating contribution, no matter how many explicit trust
links they have indicated or received from the others. This ensures that Pearson’s
similarity value is computable with an adequate number of commonly rated items.
To study the effect of user activity on the performance of recommender systems,
we further divided the 1,500 users into 3 separate groups of 500 users, also on the
basis of rating contribution. We refer to the 3 groups as the “most”, “medium”
and “less” active communities, hereafter.

In each community, we evaluated the performance of the similarity-based base-
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Fig. 1 The workflow and filtering/ordering criteria of the predictor selection schemes.

Fig. 2 Distribution of rating contribution (left) & out-degree trust links (right) per user.

foreach predictor-selection scheme {Ts, Tt, Tj , Ee, TEs, TEt, TEj} do
foreach community {most, medium, less active} do

foreach k ∈ [3, 16] do
foreach five-fold cross validation test set do

foreach user a in the test-set do
foreach item i that user a has rated do

choose k best predictors
compute predicted recommendation r̂a,i

compute the average performance of five-fold cross
validation
compare with the average performance of baseline Ss scheme

Fig. 3 Detailed evaluation flow.

line and the seven different trust- and/or experience-based schemes, as shown in
Fig. 1. As we were also interested in studying the impact of number of predictors
k on the performance, we tested for different values of k ranging from 3 to 16.
To be fair when comparing the predictive accuracy of a particular scheme to the
classic Ss baseline, we compared only cases in which the exact number of pre-
dictors k could be found in both the baseline and the scheme under evaluation.
The detailed flow of our evaluation is summarized in Fig. 3.

We checked the validity of our evaluation setup by investigating the relationship
between trust and rating similarity in the dataset. Specifically, we computed the
average similarity of individual users with the explicitly trusted users, and with
all users in general (inclusive of the non-trusted users), as shown in Table 2. We
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Table 2 Average similarity values with explicitly trusted users, and with all users.

Avg. similarity with Avg. similarity
trusted users only with all users

All users in complete dataset 0.370 0.302
The top 1,500 active users 0.317 0.292

found the average similarity values �1 are not high, ranging from 0.29 − 0.37. A
higher similarity is observed with the trusted users than with all users in general.
But surprisingly the increment in similarity is very minimal, especially for the
top 1,500 active users that we used in our evaluations, indicating a weak link
between rating similarity and trust relationship in this dataset. In other words,
users do not decide on whether to trust a particular user, solely based on how
similar are their ratings. This largely agrees with Golbeck’s findings that trust
captures more than just overall similarity 3); there is much to learn about the
different properties of trust.

4.3 Evaluation Metrics
Trust and experience filtering criteria were expected to have implications on

the number of predictable recommendations. We used Coverage to measure the
extent to which a recommender system can provide recommendations for all
items that are of interest of all users in the system. The coverage of a predictor
selection scheme for a particular user a is defined as the ratio of items that are of
interest to a and that the selected k predictors can recommend, divided by the
total number of items that a is interested in, as shown in the following:

Ca =
| Ia ∩ {∪b∈KIb} |

| Ia | (8)

where K denotes the set of top-k predictors for each user-item, Ia denotes the set
of items a has rated, and Ib denotes the set of items that a particular predictor
b from K has rated.

For evaluating the accuracy on different selection scheme, we considered both
Predictive and Classification accuracy as equally important. The former mea-
sures how accurate are the personalized recommendations made for different

�1 Note that we have omitted in our computation cases where the similarity value between
two users is not computable due to a lack of commonly rated items.

items of interest of individual users. It uses two typical metrics, namely Mean
Absolute Error (MAE) and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE). RMSE is useful
for quantifying undesirably large errors. Both metrics compare the real ratings
(given by users) with the predicted recommendations.

Typical in the field of recommender systems, it is not easy to simulate a real
environment of users having received some recommendations, experienced and
rated the items sequentially. Therefore, to be able to measure the difference
between a predicted recommendation and the real rating, we used the technique,
called ‘five-fold cross validation’ in our evaluation. Specifically, we divided each
community of particular activity level (“less”, “medium” and “most” active)
into five fifths, from which one fifth of users was used as a testing set while the
remaining four fifths as training sets. That was repeated 5 times using a different
fifth as a test set and the results were finally averaged.

Equally important to prediction accuracy is the ability of a recommender sys-
tem to provide a list of recommendations to items that the users actually like
(i.e., items that the users eventually give a rating of 4 or 5 stars). This ability
can be measured in terms of Classification accuracy which has been widely used
in the field of information retrieval, e.g., in Refs. 5), 11). The metrics used for
classification accuracy are Precision (P), Recall (R) and F-Score (F).

In the context of this paper, Precision (P) indicates the relative success that
a recommendation provided by the recommender system matches a user’s real
liking. Recall (R) measures the relative success in retrieving all items that are
liked by individual users. Meanwhile, F-Score (F) measures the trade-off of P
and R by taking the harmonic mean of both values. P, R and F are computed
as follows:

P =
TP

TP + FP
, R =

TP

TP + FN
, F =

2PR

P + R
(9)

where TP (True Positive) denotes the case that a product is liked by a user and
the recommender system has predicted such (i.e., generating a recommendation
of 4 or 5 stars). Likewise, FP (False Positive) denotes the case where an item has
been wrongly predicted to be of the liking of a user, while FN (False Negative)
is the case when an item has been wrongly predicted as not being of the user’s
liking. The TP, FP and FN cases are shown in the confusion matrix in Table 3.
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Table 3 Confusion matrix for classification test.

Predicted Value ≥ 4 Predicted Value < 4
Actual rating ≥ 4 TP FN
Actual rating < 4 FP TN

Five-fold cross validation was also used when evaluating classification accuracy.

5. Results

We report the most interesting results from our study. First, for the “most
active” community, we observed that the predictive accuracy of the baseline
similarity-based scheme (Ss) improves when the number of predictors used k in-
creases from 3 to 9 and stabilizes until 16, as shown in Fig. 4. This is similar to
the findings by Herlocker, et al. in Ref. 4) which reported that, using the Movie-
Lens dataset (different from our Epinions.com dataset), an increasing number of
predictors improves the predictive accuracy of the similarity-based collaborative
filtering only until a certain threshold (about 15 in their findings, after which
the performance starts to deteriorate). Due to the sparse distribution of com-
monly rated products and trust links in the Epinions.com dataset, we did not
investigate the cases with more than 16 predictors.

Not all item ratings could be predicted when applying the trust and/or ex-
perience criteria, given the limited number of explicit trust links. Thus, when
evaluating the predictive accuracy of a particular trust- and/or experience-based
scheme, we considered only item ratings that can be predicted both using the
baseline Ss and the scheme under evaluation. We present the relative improve-
ment in MAE of a particular trust- and/or experience-based scheme over the
similarity-based baseline scheme in Fig. 5. We do not include the RMSE mea-
surements here as they follow a similar pattern to MAE.

The negative values, for all cases of different number of predictors in the trust-
based schemes (Ts, Tt and Tj) in Fig. 5, show that explicit trust does not help
in choosing better predictors to improve predictive accuracy among the highly
active users. Using experience criterion (in Ee) or the combination of trust and
experience criteria (in TEs, TEt and TEj) also does not help to improve the
predictive accuracy. This can be due to that the highly active users have strong
personal opinions and they may not rely on or be influenced easily by even those

Fig. 4 MAE of the baseline Ss scheme against an increasing number of predictors used.

Fig. 5 MAE improvement of various schemes compared to the baseline Ss. Note that the
accuracy of all the Trust- and/or Experience-based kNN schemes is lower than Ss.

whom they trust and/or who are more experienced.
We observed that the accuracy of the trust-based schemes does not differ sig-

nificantly when using different ordering criteria. Other than a slightly better
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Fig. 6 Coverage of different predictor selection schemes decreases as the number of
predictors required k increases.

accuracy in the Ts scheme when the number of predictors is small (k = 3 to 9),
the performance of the T schemes seem to follow a similar pattern. A stronger
pattern can be recognized among the TE schemes. The fluctuation in the perfor-
mance of the TE schemes can be likely due to the limited number of candidate
predictors that meet both the requirements of being explicitly trusted and more
experienced.

Indeed, we found that the coverage of the trust and experience-based schemes
drops significantly, especially in cases requiring a large number of predictors, as
shown in Fig. 6. Coverage is especially affected by the limited and sparse trust
information in the dataset. Inferring the implicit trust values among the users
from the explicit trust links or ratings might be helpful, at least for overcoming
the coverage problem. Massa and Avesani 10) found that the use of propagative
trust can be useful for improving the predictive accuracy of recommender systems.
We note that our work is different from theirs in that we examined the suitability
of using explicit trust and experience criteria to select better predictors as an
attempt to better understand how trust works in collaborative filtering systems.
Inferring implicit trust values is out of the scope of this paper. Exploring whether

implicit trust between users can help to select better predictors for collaborative
filtering can, however, be an interesting future work.

Next, we measured the classification accuracy of the various schemes in recom-
mending items that are of users’ liking. We observed that Precision (P) improves
in the T , TE and E schemes following an increasing number of predictors k.
As shown in Fig. 7 (left), the precision of these schemes is in fact better than
the baseline similarity-based system when a sufficiently large number of trusted
and/or more experienced predictors are used. We interpret this as: user intu-
ition in indicating explicit trust, especially when being assisted by the system to
take only inputs from the more experienced users, can help the system to give
recommendations that match users’ liking.

However, as shown in the Recall (R) values (Fig. 7, middle), the smaller set of
explicitly trusted and/or more experienced candidate predictors performs poorly
in recognizing all items that are of user’s liking. If we weigh Precision and Recall
measures equally, the overall classification accuracy of the various schemes is
captured in F-Score (S), the harmonic mean of Precision and Recall. Depicted
in Fig. 7 (right), we see that the F-Score values of the T , TE and E schemes are
all lower than that of the classic similarity-based scheme (Ss). Hence, with the
only exception of Precision, the use of explicit trust to select predictors has not
been found helpful, for the highly active users.

Next, we evaluated the performance of the trust- and/or experience-based
schemes in the “medium active” and “less active” communities. “Cold start”
users, which was coined to describe those who have not provided a sufficiently
large number of ratings, were found to be often receiving poor recommendations
using the classic similarity-based scheme 9).

Figure 8 shows the average MAE improvement of different predictor selection
schemes over the baseline similarity-based approach for different communities.
The average values were taken from cases in which the number of predictors
used, k was from 3 to 6 only, as the trust links within the “medium active”
and “less active” communities are particularly scarce, causing it infeasible to
investigate further. As shown in the figure, the MAE improvement in various T

and TE schemes over the baseline Ss method follows an increasing trend from
the “most active” to “medium active” and “less active” communities.
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Fig. 7 Classification accuracy of all evaluated schemes.

Fig. 8 Average MAE improvement, considering only cases where the number of predictors
k = 3–6, over the baseline Ss scheme in different communities.

While the predictive accuracy of various trust and/or experience predictor se-
lection schemes is still lower compared to the baseline similarity-based approach
in the “medium active” community, the improvement becomes positive in the

“less active” community (other than the experience-only Ee scheme which also
follows an increasing trend). This shows that explicit trust can help to select
better predictors to improve the predictive accuracy of the recommendations for
the less active users.

As also shown in the TE schemes in Fig. 8, combining trust and experience
filtering criteria produces a even higher predictive accuracy for the less active
users. These findings point to the conclusion that opinions from explicitly trusted
sources and/or more experienced users can be helpful for the less experienced
users. More importantly, this is opposite to the finding for the highly active users.
This highlights the need to adapt the use of trust information for different groups
of users and to better understand trust when employing it in the recommender
systems in the hope of improving predictive accuracy.

Nevertheless, for the less active users to benefit from trust information, it is
required that they have indicated adequate trust links on those whom they think
they could rely on to predict their preferences. In reality, this is not always the
case. It is not counter intuitive to reason that the less active users (i.e., those
who have contributed fewer ratings according to our definition) will have less
energy to indicate their trust on certain reviewers. A recommender system could
consider inferring implicit trust values based on various available attributes to
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assist the less active (or new) users (who have not indicated sufficient trust links).
The system should also make the process of indicating explicit trust links easier.
It could be helpful also to harness the potential of social networks, for example,
by having a default configuration in an online social network service to easily
mark friends with common interests as trusted.

6. Discussion

A extensively studied subject in the field of recommender systems is data spar-
sity, which has been identified as a major problem that affects prediction quality.
It has been investigated from several different directions. The use of mathemat-
ical models such as Latent factor analysis, generally known as Dimensionality
Reduction, has shown promising results 14). A majority of work, however, takes
the empirical approach and proposes variations of the classic similarity-based
kNN scheme. An important work is by Melville, et al. 12) which propose a hybrid
collaborative filtering system to overcome the problem of rating sparsity. We
have not treated the problem of the sparse ratings and trust links in the Epin-
ions.com dataset in this work. Instead, we simply mitigated the effects of data
sparsity by evaluating only on the 1,500 top active users. This may limit the
generalizability of our findings �1.

Our work has mainly focused on the prediction accuracy of recommender sys-
tems when applying explicit trust links and experience level as additional criteria
for filtering potential recommenders. Yet, we note that accuracy is not every-
thing. Factors such as serendipity (i.e., the ability to recommend items that
can pleasantly surprise the users), user experience and understanding of user
expectation are equally important to the success of a recommender system 11).

While trust information may not help to predict the preference of the highly
active users, use of inputs from explicit trusted sources can have several advan-
tages. For example, inputs from trusted sources can be aggregated to generate
trustworthy outcomes as a measure to mitigate the problems of exploitation (e.g.,
profile-injection attack) 10). Chia, et al. also showed that inputs from trusted and

�1 Evaluating on some random 1,500 users will not work as it is highly likely that the similarity
values of randomly selected users will not be computable.

known sources are considered more relevant and salient (of stronger impact) than
inputs from unknown community members 1). Relevance and salience are impor-
tant properties that can be helpful in mitigating the click-through habituation of
users ignoring security warnings.

7. Conclusions

Trust has been the subject of investigation by many researchers in the past as
a solution for improving the performance and security of recommender systems.
Nevertheless, little effort has been put to examine the intuition that inputs from
trusted sources will always result in a higher level of recommendation accuracy.
The use of experience as a criterion in predictor selection has also not been
explored adequately thus far.

We performed a series of evaluations to explore the use of explicit trust and/or
experience criteria in selecting better predictors to improve the accuracy of a
recommender system. We did not attempt to propose a new predictor selection
scheme here; our work is motivated by the purpose to better understand trust
and experience in a collaborative system, and to get new insights of how they
could be better incorporated in the design of recommender systems.

Our evaluation results show that trust, when used as the filtering criteria of
a kNN predictor selection scheme, can only help to improve the accuracy of a
recommender system in limited ways. For the highly active users, it helps to
improve the precision of a recommender system to recommend items that are of
users’ liking, but does not help to improve the predictive accuracy and recall in
comparison to the classic similarity-based scheme. Requiring the predictors to
have equal or a higher experience level gives similar results. Trust and experience
criteria are, however, found to be helpful to the less experienced users. There
is a trend of better predictive accuracy, going from the “most active” to the
“less active” communities. The opposite finding, for the highly active and the
less active users, highlights the need and potential to adapt the use of trust and
experience criteria for different groups of users.

We are not against the idea of using trust information in recommender sys-
tems, as we believe there are instances where trust information can contribute
to improve accuracy. As discussed earlier, there are also multiple advantages
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for using trusted inputs such as to mitigate the problems of manipulation (e.g.,
profile-injection attack) and click-through habituation (as trusted inputs increase
the salience and impact of risk signaling). Yet, we note that it is important to
better understand the properties of trust before applying it in complex systems.
It would be also interesting to study the role of “distrust” in affecting user pref-
erences.

Using only explicit trust, without inference of implicit trust values, as we have
done in our evaluation setup, incurs a heavy loss in terms of coverage. The better
performance found for the less active users is also restricted, given that we can
hardly expect the less active users to provide adequate trust information. For
these reasons, we render our support to the ongoing research in the computation
of implicit trust values for building sophisticated trust-aware recommender sys-
tems. However, we note that the implicit trust values should be used with care
so that the advantages of trusted inputs (e.g., in producing trustworthy, relevant
and impactful outcomes) do not diminish. There are much to learn from other
disciplines including psychology and behavioral science.
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